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eetti movie tamilrockers eetti tamil movie eetti tamilmovie Eetti full movie tamilrockers netgolkes It is a story
about Nandhula Sivaraj, a poor and charming boy living in rural Tamil Nadu, whose father runs a bicycle rental
shop. While on an errand, Nandhula meets an athletic youngster who suffers from a rare medical condition, and
Nandhula, by chance, becomes involved in a drug trafficking scam.eetti (English: Spear) is a 2015 Tamil-language
sports action film written and directed by Ravi Arasu and produced by S. Michael Rayappan. The film features .
Watch Eetti movie full on any device and Download Eetti on smart phones, tablets or laptops. Movie Eetti
(English: Spear) is directed by Ravi Arasu, starring Atharvaa Murali and Aadukalam Naren in the lead roles.
Keerthana and Niharika play supporting roles in the movie. It is being produced by S. Michael Rayappan under
the banner of Antinanathan Pictures. This is the Tamil version of . Movie. : Eetti (2015). Director. : Ravi Arasu.
Starring. : Atharvaa Murali, Sri Divya, V. Jayaprakash, Aadukalam Naren. Genre. : Action. Quality. : Original
DVDRip. It is a story about Nandhula Sivaraj, a poor and charming boy living in rural Tamil Nadu, whose father
runs a bicycle rental shop. While on an errand, Nandhula meets an athletic youngster who suffers from a rare
medical condition, and Nandhula, by chance, becomes involved in a drug trafficking scam. Watch Eetti full movie
on its official YouTube channel.Get watch online Eetti in all High quality with easy. Vinay has gone to work on a
project and he's about to visit his girlfriend at the weekend. He's hardly left home for the past three days. His
parents suspect something is wrong with him because he has not been eating anything. When he returns home
his parents ask him about the project that he was doing but Vinay lies that he is stressed. He spills his secrets
about the project and his girlfriend and all of it is revealed when his parents realize that their son is in love with
an US citizen. Watch Eetti movie online
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